
Reach more passionate consumers 
with less waste

DATA & Media solutions

Target audiences on “long-tail”  sites routinely visited by passionate 
customers to reach them more efficiently.

Unlock the power of long-tail media

Hypertail PMP combines contextual targeting and Natural Language Processing to identify affinities across webpages, uncovering unique 

long-tail media opportunities that produce premium results. See what others can’t and uncover opportunities to break through the clutter 

and competition on “mainstream” websites by identifying the exact places where your target audience is consuming esoteric content with 

a higher level of affinity - at more efficient rates.

Drive relevance through semantic contextual targeting to reach the right consumers.

ReachRelevance

petsreporter.com/habits

mytimeatsandrock.fandom.com/Pets

pets.webmd.com

sfist.com/sf-vet-pet-hospitals
rd.com/article

caninejournal.com/owning-a-dog
petfinder.com

usatoday.com/pet-care-health
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familypet.com/cat
petsnewsdaily.com/about

squeaksandnibbles.com/pet

k9ofmine.com/banfield

lovetoknowpets.com/bernese
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hellofyllo.comDATA & Media solutions

Is it for you?
Hypertail PMP is for any advertiser activating programmatic media on desktop, 
mobile, and tablet across any display or video format. It can identify opportunities 
for performance and efficiency for any programmatic marketer - and provides 
unique opportunities for advertisers promoting niche products or services where 
consumers are less likely to be engaging with mainstream publications.

To start driving more sales with less effort email 
sales@hellofyllo.com

Ready to learn more?

Key benefits Solving common challenges

 Reach hyper-focused audiences with specific targeting 

messages more easil

 Target based on business drivers and needs for better 

performance - and do it in a privacy-safe wa

 Engage your targets where they are - beyond mainstream 

websites - with more economical inventory choice

 Better understand consumers and their interests to know  

what is important at any given time

 Privacy challenges associated with using PI

 An ever decreasing supply of third-party cookie

 Greater demand for contextual inventory means less of it is availabl

 Higher costs as inventory declines and contextual inventory  

demand increases

Activate at scale


Push the Deal ID to the desired 


DSP for programmatic use by 


Fyllo Managed Services

Create the PMP


Overlay the long-tail site list 


with SSP inventory to create  

the unique PMP

Define the target


Construct semantic topics  

to find the unique audience in  

hidden pockets of efficiency

How it works
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